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Introduction \
, /

EnrolIMents in urban school syseems in the Unitei States have
. ,

cha4ed.,in two dramatic. ways in.recent years. rirst, the number of

students has deClined rapidly. Second, the proportion of minorily.,

group students\fnd students from #pcor families has increased. The ,

lorPose,of thivirlper is to discuss the impact of these changes on

the coMoositlon and distribution of the teai9hing staffs of urban school .

systems. .This discussion iS`divided into five sections. Section 1

,summarizes past research on teacher mf'obi/ity. Section 2 outlines'
.

recent changes in labor market conditions for teachers. Section 3
,.;

, describes the changing characteristics-4f the students attdnding

urban schools. Section 4 discusses ti-Ad impact of changing student

enrollment. patterns on the distribution of teachers within one large

urban ;0o81 district. Section 5 provides a summary ind.a discussion
4.

of eqeity,and cost implications(

past Research

\.1

The mobility of teachers has interested social scientists for

many years. One reason for this interest is that a chilige of job .°
e

location has,been the primary mechanism by which teachers could improve

,
their positions. A more important reason, however, is that job mobility.

has influenced the distrihution og teachers, and consequently, the quality

of education that different children receiid. Children attending schools .

"4

which teachers found attractive have been taught primarily by a stable
,

group of experienced teachers, children attending schools that teachers
7

hive not found attractive have tended to encounter inexperienced teachers'

who were waiting lin an opportunity to change their job location (7). If

teaching experience is positively related to effectiveness, as some

3
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research suggests (6) dr if the-learning environment of a 'school is,

narmed-by a high'rate of teacher turnover, then Childlen who att ended:,

schools less attractive to teachers received inferior educations.

In the past, researchers'fp6d that the children attending

inner city schools were most likeli to be left with inexperienced

teachers as a result of teacher mobility. 'In,1952"Becker reported that

most teachers in Chicago were initially assigned to inner city schools.
4

Once they acquired sufficient seniority, they transf.arred to schools

seiVing.middle-class children (2). Greenberg and McCall, studying the

San Die5o school system, supported Becker's findin4s. These authors

eivined_that_mhility..from,..inner city schools-to-ovitleying-sct gx*s.-
.,...........

was five times greatdr than mobility in the op posite direction (4).

2

Harnischfeger reported that the transfer rate of teachers frp6 schools

_

in the San Jose;. Ca1iforniar°schcol district wis positively related to

the percentage of minority students

from tine 1966 Coleman Report, found

in She school,

71.
that chiedren

(5). Owen, using d ata

attending inner city

sChoo.bs were taught by less experienced teachers.than children attendinge
A

other schools in the same schobl districts (7)-

-The.explanation put fore} to explain the unequal distribution of

.

teaching experience is that the pattern,reflected the preferences of teachers,

subject to the constraint that transfer rights weke based on seniority. Most

teachers wanted to teach in schools attenaed by middle-class children. Th

.

they transferred to such Schools as soon_as they acquired sufficient seniority,

leaving the vacancies in inner city schools to be filled by new teachers.

The models which have been used to study teacher mobility in the

1960's have implicitly assuied that te'ichers face a wide variety of alterna-

tive employment possibilities in other schools.,, Until quite recently, this

-

Osumption was not unreasonable as a description of teacher labor markets.

\,
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It the 1960's, the .pcistence of a teacher-shortage meant that there were
.... . .

ample ogp,ortunities for taachers.linhaPPy with their current positions te

transfer to a different school. However, dratatic changes' in labor market

-
conditions for teachers have altered this situation. , Increpsingly, there

are severp.i.lmitations on the alternatives available to dissatisfied.

teachers.. These ,changes in,oppOreunities for teachers are described in,

the' nelct section.

4

Chances'in Labor Market Conditions for Teacfiers

Conditions.in United.States labor mar.kets,for teachers have changed

in the_last.:..ten years fiddlra state of axcess demand to one of excess sAply.

... - .. .
. .

.

.This change ,is due primarie to altered.demographic patterns. The de d
.

..

if

for teachers has decreased as a result of a declinp in the birth rate. The .

. , .

. . r

:number of children attending public elementary schools.in the' Unite"d States
-

0

peaked in 1969 at 32.6 million,and decreased to 30.7 million by 1974 (8, p. 12).

That this trend.will continue for sate time is suggested by the fact.that

'
o

,the number.of six year
4
olds, the age group which enters the first grade,

has decreased frot 4.0 million in 1969 to 3.4 milliOn in 1974 (8, p. 7).

Duringithe same pe4liodt the.children of the p,ost-war baby boom completed

their college education, thus ihcreasing the number of teacheri.entering

the abor market. 209 thousand students graduated from U.S. colleges with

-

Bachelor's Degrees in Education in 1974 compared to 111 thousand in 1964

_(81.P. 758).

The demind for teachers in urban school districts has been affected,0

mot onli, by changes in.the birth rate, but also by the decline oecentral

cities. A 4ong term trend in the United States for middle class families

to move from central cities to the suburbs in order to acquire more living

space has been supplemented by an exodus of families concerned with the
%

5



poor quality"of urban pu6lic education and other aipectSof urban life.

Other urban families have respondad 65 the educational quality dilemma

by sending theit children.to:priv'ite schools.. Both of these responses

have reduced the number of children attending urban Public schbols.

This trend can be seen by examining elementary school enrollment
-xi

statistics for the larges t urban scpool districts in the United States$:"

During the years from 1968-73, elementary school enrollments ia the twenty

largest school district3 decreased by 16.9 percent (3), in comparison bb

a national decline oi 2.84percent (8, p. 12). In nine of the.twenty

larg4st eisEriai7-ihe enrollment decline exceeded twenty percent.

This decline.in student enrollmentshas lda'to A decline in'

the demand for "public schOol teachers in central city,school districts.

In many schools declining ehrollments have necessitated reductionsln

teacging staffs. This has created difficult pollcy qUestiens., Which
:Iii-1.. - ... ... 1

teachers should be declaied surplus when declining enrollment in a

particular school mandates a redyction in teaching staff? What options

should be given to the surplus teachers? Which teachers should be

dismissed.if layoffs are necessary?

. .

School district officials'and teacher organizatiohs oftem,.
. ,

. -
. , . .

have Conflicting ideas on how the disequilibrium should be reso.kved.
.

, ,

District officials are anxious to retain flexibility in making staff-

assignments. They would like to be able to reassign teacheri-as enroll-

ments shift and to support the staffing recoomendauons of school adminis-

trators. Many personnel supervisors would also like to use the excess supply

situation to upgrdde personnel. Teachers, on the other hand, facing an

unattractive job market, are concerned with job securitY. They are anxious

to intrbduce contract provisions which guarantee the positions of existing
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staff. If transfers are univoidable, they would like, ihe affected»
f
teichers

I V

# . to have the maximum amount of discretion in choosing alternative positions.
t.

At \II costs they wobld.like to avoid bayolfs. The type of provi-
: .A

. or

.0 *. .
.

e . -.A, sicns that Ivolvqxto deal with the disequilibrium reflect to a large extent
. &.

. . .

the relative bariaihing power and harganing.skill of district officials

and teacher organizations.
-

The.releyance of these coniideratons 0..,isur anaRsis is.phat .

..
".4. . .

constraints on the qupply-of jobs,-ana_the institutional rules'which
. ..

govern the alloction-of scarOe teaching positions are playing an

Increasingly criticaI-rent-;in-ilflmmeing-the-dsbrIbution of teachers.
,

The Chancinc Characteristics.a.drban Students

Conturrent with the aecline in student enrollments, the charac-

terist:_cs of fiu.dents attendincruxhan schools.are changing.. As a result-of

. the'flight of white-Middle class families.from the okies, the students ine

:entral city schools increasingly are minority group childihn from poor

families. Past research suggests t4at most teachers woula prefer to teach

in schools serving middle glass children. The changing nature-of the student

clientele means thit i growing number of teachers may wish"to moire to d.de-

creasii6 number,of schools serving middle class children.",

Thus we see that there are two major dynamic factors influencing

the dis,tribution af teachers in =pan 4c1icol system.:5.% "The changing

characteristics of students increase the demand for volimtaty transfers.

The declining.enroilments deckease the supply pf positidns amd increase

the need for involuntary'trahsfers. ,It.is difficult tIO predict a priori' ,

how the interaction of these forces will influence the composition of

urban eaching staffs and the distribution of teachers among schools

serving,different typei of children. It is clear, however, that to
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understandithe system, we must model"both of these dynamic influenceN'

are currently working on such a model.

In the list section o4this paper we describe recent trends,in

the staffing pattern of one large Midwestern city, which,we call Midciti.

. In.future work we plan to use longitudinel data dekcribing the stafEing

patterns of the Midcity schools to gain insights into the causal structure
r

.
determining the distribution of teachers.

.0

' The Case of Midcitv

In the years from 1968 bo 1975" the number of children attending
. . .

% 0
.

public schools.in Midcity declinid fnom 48,252 to 40,143. Durirg-t-his

sameperiodthe composition qf the student elientele served by Midcity's

schools also changed, reflecting tne flight of middle class families from
-

the city; The percentage of students classifiedas indigent increased.

from 14-percent to 34 percent. The pekoentage of black students increased
f

lrom 60.percent to 74 percent. These trends are illustrated in Table 1.
1

.

.... , .

, The rabidly declining student enr-ollments have affected the

, 4' "
Midcity teaching staff in many ways. Clearly the most striking ttend

,

-......=._
4 -. o

t o
is the reduction in the number of teaching positions. The Midcityteaching

.
., .

.

.

. staff has declined from a high of 1,9-99 teachers in 1968 to 1,665 teachers,

.

k
in 1975. Thil reduction in the number of teachers has been roughly pro- ,

portional to the reduction in the number of students. As a result, the

student-teicher xatiq has remained quite stable over this period.

Mb changing student enrollment patterns hav.7,1so altired the

xomposition qf the,teaching staff. The most strikin4 trend is the

increase in the experience of Midcity's teachers. As indicated in

Table 2, only 21 percent o Midcity's teachers had been in the system

8



TABLEg

TRENDS IN THE ENROLLMEUT AND sTAETINC or NIDCITV. SCHOOLS
.0

a 4"

School.
Yelr

Total
Stqaent
Enrollment

, "Percent
Black

Students

Percent
Indigent
Students

Total
Rumber_of
Teachers

Percent
PlacX

Teabhers

Ambrage
Student-Teacher

Ratio :*

64 45652 55;44% 12.06% 1705 . 53..15% 26.7$ f

65 47357 '56.60% 12.01% 1%779 26.62

66 47385 53.09% 11.86% . 1852 53e650* 25.59

67 48162 59.35% 11,77% 1899 55,40% 15.37

68 4i8252._ 60.08% 13.95% 1999 53,95% 24.14

69. 48165 ' 61.60% ,16.13%' 1989; 58.28%" 24422

70, '47528 62:85%. '17.96%
.

1915 50.12% 24480

6 .7 2256% 1979 5e.47% , 234571 46401,

72. 45300 . 67.50% .27.38% 1821 51.12%

-61.35%

241B.

73 43781 04.87% 32.21% 1736 25.22

42324 . 72.57% 33.31% 1690' 63.00% 25:0

75 73:70% 33.77% 1665 63.44% 24.11.

4

r

>
*.
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TABLE 2

4"

0
-STATISTICS ASCRIBI,NG THE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPERIENCE OF

4

MIOCIr TEACHE:4S IN VIE ii;vs 1966-74(

0 .4.

9..

. .

School
Year

' . Years of Exporience

-I year 3 or Less or Less

66 15.0.,

67 0*13.8 4

68 14.1 340
. S

69 33.0

70' - 14.8' 33.5
4MmMmmftmMMam1Mm

47.1

14.3: .4. 34.8 47.5

72- 6.7 !19.1 42.1 S.

73 10.2 25.3 40.4-.
,

x
- 10.18 223 37.6

7.4 21.4 33.0

mMmomMM
4

1

1/ .
' --Eaeh entry states the percenage of teachers in thi system in that

year in a particular experience category. (First year teachers are considered!

----to-have-oneyeelyof7experIence0

. b
,

. /

4.

.... -1

-
a

Er

I.

a
"0
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I . -
.

for less ihan four years in 1975., comp4"rid;t10 34 percent in 1968. The
o

4,
, '.. -"

.

.
. .

comparable.figurel for firsbryeir teacherare 7 percent and 14 peicent, 4
-. . .

. .
. . 4- .

, This trend is theta-result of thelleclining numbs.- of_new zNachers entering -
4 , ,... . .

the ristem each yeer4 .In 1968,.256 new teachers werO ;n 1975,
-.

. .
"'

.

the number was onIy 116.
.

. .
1

. .
. . .

*In other'school hystems

.!:..".has contributed to the increase
.,.....

. .

.:.., . o N

--teiching staif (1).. As indicated in Table 3, no sat trend-As pretent.
. . - .

. .

for teachers in Midcity. In fact, theattrition rate for figst 1,ear
..

:
..4k - .

, declining Arition rate?amorp"teathers

'in the.average sxperience' level: of-the
'

. .
0 i

J teachers indreased from 7 percent iti 1968 to 35 percentin-1974.: Had
... , . .

. this not occurred, even fewer new teachers would have been hired ih
.

. .
. .._

. .
---------. ....,------- -----;

----.........rre4. xt.o.4t-efug .-- ; .
,. ----.40.--........../....-.....-- .......

- . - .
--... -. -,.:, ----- 4 1 -

u

One iMiortant quedtion that should be asked is whether the
: -

i .. .

;

e-

increase iq the experience of Midcity's teachers has affected thd

composition of the teaching staffs in all schools'in the same way*.

\ In particular, lies the.experience of the teaching staffs in the schools

o,

With the greatest number of poor children increased to tOe same extent
,

_....
. .

thi.t teacher experience.has increased in the Schools serving the fewest '

poordhildren?, To answerithis question, we have cdtpared the experbinoe
. , .

. . . c

distriorions of the staffs of sdhools serving primarily pooF children'
-

0 ..
. with thetexperience distributions of the staffs seiving primarily

\
. .... 4

middle clasi children in three years, 1966, 1970, and 1974. Tile

4

statistics ar prtsented in Table 4.11 in interpreting these statistics,

it is'important notice.that the definitiOns of schools serving high

-1/ . .

. .

--We find i more instructiye to compare the staffing 8aEterns of.
he scilools With the highest and lowest percentages of.poor studehts over
time, than to examihe the staffing of the meain or median schools over time.
One reason for this is that we suspect that &rtipping" phenomenon may be
important. In other Wo as, the percentage of pogr students in a school may
matter to teachers only above a.certain critical percentage. This nonlinear
effeat can most easily be observed 49 examining the staffing P'attirns.of
*e "extreme" schools.

.40

d
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TABLE 3

,

ATTRITtCM RATES FOR FIRST YEAR TEACHERS AND FOR

TEATMERS WITH MORE THAN THREE YEARS OF FXPEitIENCE INIAIDCI2Y

(Each entry statqs the percentage of teachers in the
experitnce.groui) who IeAt thd' Midcity schools in that year)

10'

4

School. 'tear -

1966

Attriti A.Rate of Attrition Rate of Teachrslith
First Y ar Teachers More thAn Three ears of Experience

.

1967

1.9

1969

1970 .

1971

1972

1973 .

1974

;

r

10.5

26.1

27.0

26.1

25.1

25.0

2.3,

37.1

34.9

-
.

F.

8

9.4

14.
4

41
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TABLE 4

STATISTICS DESCRIBING THE EXPERIENCE DISTRIBUTION OF TEAcHERS

IN DIFFERENT TYPES OP SCHOOLS IN MIDCITY
4

Schools Classified by Percentage of Indigent Studenis (%I)

1966 1 1970

,

1974
.

-
.

.
.

low % nigh %
Indigent Indigent
(% MO) (20 < %I<40)

Low % High %
Indigent Indigent
(V I<10) (30 < %I<50)

Low %
Indigent
(% I.420).

High 5i
.

Indigent
(50 < 5iI<70]

,

Total number of
teachers working in
these schools

.'

Percentage that are
.first year:"teacherm7---t679---

4

Percentage of the
.

teachers that have
five or more years
of experiepce

..

988 597

;;

12.7

o
.,.

'''.

,

513 407

10.3 12.5

.

.

63.7 68.3

-

-.

338

,

'7.4

81.7

230

_13.9

66.1:

; .

1 1966 1970 1974
. ,

w Hi h Low Hi h - Low

-

Hi-h

Total number of
teachers working.
in these schools -

entrage.'of firAt

e.ar teachers
..,

Percentage of the'
teachers that have'
five or more years
of exoerience

. _

..

151-

5.

.

,

,

212',

13.7

..,.

164

9.1

.

73.2
,

,

1S9

10.7

59.7

.

158

10.8

37.3

.

"

118

8.5

45.8

1/
--Achievement test scores are only available for elementary schools.

Low and High achievement refer to the tails of the achievement distribution,

in Wet year. -

i3

Alb
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and low percentages of indigent children are different in the three years.

These definitional differences are necessary to accommodate the changing
0

characteristics of the-Midcity student body. In describing the trends in

teacher experience levels. we focus on the probability that children in

different types of schools will be taught by .First year teachers. We

find that this comparison is indicative of overall trends in the experience

distributions:

In 1966 schools with the most indigent students had a slightly lower

percentage of first year "teachers than did schools with the fewest ilidigent

students (13 percept compared to 17 percent). This is surprising in that

it conflicts with the'patterns described in several earlier studies. We

expected to find, is other researchers had, that the schools with the

greatest number of poor children also had the greatest number of inexperienced

-teachers. One explanation for the teacher egperience distribution in Midcity'

in 1966 is that even in the schools with the greatest number of poor children,
0

less than forty percent of the children were classified as indigent. Perhap's
*Ar

these schools were not significantly Xess attractive to teachers than other

schools in Midcity.

By 1970 we begin to observe a trend similar to the pattern observed

by'other _researchers. -In schools with the fewest poor children, the per-
.

. . .

-centage of first year teachers had fallen to 10 percent. In the schools

with the 'greatest number of poor children the percentage of first year..

teachers had remained between 12 and 13 percAt. By 1974, only 7 percent
>

of the staffS of schools serving primarily non-indigent children were.first

year teachers. In comparison, 14 percent of the staffs of.schools serving

primarily poor children were first year teachers.

Thus we see4that the increasing experience diitribution of Midcity's

teachers has-not affected all schools in t'he same way. In the schools

14
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. 4
serving primarily middle class children, the percentage of inexperienced

teachers ilas declined dramatically. In Xhe schools serving the most poor

children, there has aCtually_been an increase in the percentage of inexper--

ienced teachers.

When we examine the distribution of teachers serving in the schools

with the highest and.lowest average student achievement, we find the same

pattern. _In 1966 the schools with"the lowest student achievement had

fewer first year teachers than did the schools with the highest student

aohieiement. In the years eince 1966, the percentage of first year teachers

serving in the schools with high achieving children has fallen, whilethe

percentage of first year teachers working in the scilools with low achieving

students,has risen (see Table 4).

The explanation for the changes in the distribution of Midcity

tdachers lies in the mobility.behavior of the teaching staff. Over the
.% 4..

last eight years the transfer rate of teachers in,schools-serliing the

greatest:will:der of. poor, children has increased relative to the transfer -
.

,

rate of teachers in schools serving primarili middle class children.

46444

.

'The teacher resignation rate is sensitive in simile ways to the charac-
.

teristics orthe student body, especially for firstyear teachers.
t ..

However, th'e overall pattern fOr teacher resignations is less clear

,
cut (see Table 5).2/

.

2/In Table 5 we have presented separate statistics for the mobility
of first year teachers and experienced teachers. The reason for this is to
take explicitly into" accqunt the fact that the attrition rate of teachers
declines as teachers acquire more exoerience. If all-of the experienced '

teachers were.clustered in one type of school and the inexperienced teachers'
in,another type of school, we might attribute,differences in aggreqate m6bility'
rates to differences among schools_that were actually the result 'of the clustering,
phenomenon.

:,-We are aware that a multiple regression framework provides a more -

efficient way to control for the effects of experience.. We plan to use this

in future work. However, 'at this time we do not feel sufficiently confident,

of our understamding of the relitionship between experience and attrition
to specify the.functional form explicitly--which the multiple regression

framework requirements.
.
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TABLES

STATIST/CS DESCRIBING THE moBnerry BEHAVIOR OF TEACHERS IN

DIFFERENT TYPES OP SCHOOLS IN MIDCITY

Schools Classified by Percentage of Indigent Students'(%I)
,

1966 1970 1974

.

'LOW %

Indigent

(%I<10)

High %
/ndigent
(X< %I.<40)

Low %
Indigent
(%I<10)

High t
Indigent

'(30<%1<50).(%I<20)

Low % .

Indigent
High %
Indigent

I5P<%I<70)

Percentage of.
first year
Teachers in.
these schools
who: resigned

transferred

Percentage of
Teachers in
these schools

.with five or
more yearp of
experidnce who:

resigned
transferred'

.

,

*

21.6
2.4

.

.

I

.

-

.

13.2
1.2

.

0

P

.

.

20.8
5.7

10.4
0.9

.

35.3

11:8

2

8.6
6.1

.

.

. e

48.0
4.0

,

.

.

9.1

2.5

.

_

.

.

28.1
to14.5
*

.

7.9
12.5

(We did not include a table describingthe mobility behavior of
first year teachers in schools classified by average achievement
because the number of observations in most cells was v,ry 4mall0
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The statistics-aescribing the mobility of teachers in different

types of schools are informative in that they describe the mechanics by

9

which distribution of teachers is changing. However, these statistics

do not provide insight into the causal structure determing the distribution

of*Midcity teachers. In ot4er words, they do not address_the critical

qUestion of why teacher resignation and transfer rates are different.in

schools serving different types of children. This is a particularly

difficult qudstion to addresi for urban school districts in the 19705

because two dynaapx inflnences are at work. First, the mobility pattern
-

could reflect the reations of teachers to the changing demographic

characteristics of students. Second, the mobility pattern could reflect

the influences ot declining enrollment* and the operation'of the insti-
,

tution'alxules which govern theallocatipn of sUrplus teachers.
. .

'The goal cif oUr future research is todeterminethe impact of

. -

both of these influences on the mobility of Mi#ity's teachers and on

the consequent distributiOn of the teaching staff. Our hope is that

if we can model the operation of the institutional rules governing

transfers and layoffs (which school officials stress are so important),

we can use simulation techniques to explore the impact of alternative'

institutional rules on the.distribution of teachers.

Summaii-end ImpliZations

Our initial exathinftion of the staffing patterns of Midcity

schools ove:r the period from 1966 to 1975 has ?evealed. the fo1lowing

trends:

1. The number of teachers employed by the system has

declined steadily.
a '

2. The average:experience level of Midcity teachers has

increased markedly. 17'
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3." The increasing experience of Midcity's teachers has

not affected the staffing of all schools in the sape

way. In the schools with the fewest poor-childrenl,

the percentage of inexperienced teachers has declined

dramatically. Tn the schools serving the most poor

children, the percentage of inexperienced teachers has

increased.

' 4. The attrition rate of firsi year teachers, which has

beeii 4ieatir than 25 percent since 1967, is rising.

The central question to congider in assessing the implications

of the changing staffing patterns is what effects do these changes have

on the quality of education provided co°Midcity children. We cannot.

provide an unequivocal answer to taus question_because there is no cOnsensus

among researchers concerning the relationship between.teacher charaaeristics

and teacher performance. In particular, \here is substantial disagreement

concerning the relationship between teaching..experience and teaching effec-
,

tiveness. We would donetheless like to suggest some.implications based'dh

our own edrlier research. It should be stressed that these must be consi-

derea tentative.

In earlier research n the factOrs affecting the learning'ct black

inner city children, we found that the effectiveness of .teachers increaied

dramatically in the first few years of teaching, reaching a peak in the

third to fifth year of teaching. We found no systematic relationsgip:7'

between experience and performance for teachers with more than -five,years
4

s

of experience (6). If these relationships 'hold for Midcity teachers, then

.the education provided in the schools serving the fewest poo'r children

is improving while the education brovided in the schools serving the

greatest Amber of poor children is deteriorating.

1 8'

Mr.
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The high rate of teacher turnover'in schools serving primarily

poor children may also have a deleterious, effect on the overall instruc-
.

.

tional'program. The reason for-this is Ipafitsacher turnover may disrupt

the plannimg process. This i& particularly plausible giveri the increasing

.use of departmentalized teaching programs in Midcity. These prograks I

require more coornation amon4 members of the teaching staff than do

prograns which use self-contained classes. .

One clearcut implication of the recent changes in the affing .

pattern of the Midcity sch661sT-is that the cost of educating a child in

Midcity is increasing. This increase does.not-even take into consideration
w --___.

---
the effects of new wage settivents. The reason tor this increase is that

0, . . .

.
.----

.: -
in Midcity,.as in most public school systems, a teacher's salary is tied-t

the teacher's experience level. Thus, the increase in the average experience

of Midcity's teachers has resulted in an increese in the average teacher's

salary. _This has resialted in an additional financial burden on a city already

troubked by a declining prdperty tax base.

We are currently condubting alstudy of the determinants'of teacher

'effectiveness in Midcity. We believe-that the results of-this research in%

conjunction with our further work on teacher mobitIcy will provide a firm
;

basis for evaluating 'the factors affettingthi quality-of education pro4ided

"to children in urban schools.
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